
 

The game is fantastic, but there's one small glitch. The game crashes every time you try to turn on the police lights. This happens
because of a bug in the game engine. Fortunately, it's possible to get around the blackbox inspired error and continue playing
without any problem at all. To fix this issue, do the following: go into your computer's BIOS settings, go into "Advanced
Startup," then select "Repair Your Computer." You should be able to apply your Windows installation disk, then just remove
your Hitman Absolution CD when prompted. The game will be back to normal. Get it now on GOG or on Steam. This is one of
the best games of all time, so you shouldn't miss it.

The game received positive reviews on Metacritic with an average score of 92 out of 100 for the Xbox 360 version, and 92 out
of 100 for the PC version. GameTrailers praised the game's "heart-pounding" story and "thrilling" gameplay, but criticized some
faults, such as poor AI and clumsy controls. GameSpot praised the game's "well-executed" stealth gameplay, but criticized
certain gameplay issues, such as "pitifully small" levels. IGN gave the game an 8 out of 10, jokingly stating "This game is so
mechanically sound that you can't not like it." GameSpy praised the game's "evolving" narrative and "original" animation.
Eurogamer gave the game a score of 8 out of 10 stating that it makes stealth fun again, commenting on how you can be spotted
in some levels. It criticized the story saying that it was too generic and ambiguous. It criticized how awkward it was switching
between cover and aiming with less than one second to do so. IGN gave the game a score of 8.5 out of 10, praising its "evolving"
gameplay and "engrossing" story, but criticizing its lack of memorable boss battles and the story's "predictable" finale.
GameSpot gave the game a 9 out of 10, saying it is an achievement-worthy title in the stealth genre, though criticizing its uneven
difficulty and some missions becoming too repetitive and tedious. Game Informer gave the game a 9 out of 10, praising its
intelligent level design and assassin system, but criticizing it for not presenting enough new gameplay elements to distinguish
itself from other stealth titles. The PS3 version was criticized for having graphical glitches, short draw distance with A.I.
problems, and overly dark levels.

The game was also the first major title to be shown off at E3 2011. The game was released on November 20 via Steam (PC,
Mac, Linux), then on December 11 via the Xbox 360 (Xbox Live, PlayStation Network). It was made available for download on
the PlayStation Store for the PlayStation 3 on January 17, 2012. The game has also been released for iOS and Android
platforms. A spin-off game titled "Hitman: Sniper" was released in August 2012 by Square Enix subsidiary Io Interactive after
finishing development on "Episode 2".
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